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POWER - HE LED THEM BY DAY WITH A CLOUD AND BY NIGHT

~
Yehowah ··· Qualities ··· Power - He led them by day with a cloud
and by night with a pillar of fire· (Psalms 78:14) [13] - References
Psalms 78:14··

And he continued to lead them with a cloud by day and the
whole night with a light of fire.
[13] - References

·
And Yehowah was going ahead of them in the daytime in a pillar
of cloud to lead them by the way, and in the nighttime in a pillar of fire
to give them light to go in the daytime and nighttime. (Exodus 13:21)
·
And by a pillar of cloud you led them by day, and by a pillar of fire
by night, to light up for them the way in which they should go.
(Nehemiah 9:12)
·
So it came in between the camp of the Egyptians and the camp of
Israel. On the one hand it proved to be a cloud together with darkness.
On the other hand it kept lighting up the night. And this group did not
come near that group all night long. (Exodus 14:20)
·
And it came about during the morning watch that Yehowah
began to look out upon the camp of the Egyptians from within the pillar
of fire and cloud, and he went throwing the camp of the Egyptians into
confusion. (Exodus 14:24)
·
He spread out a cloud for a screen, and fire to give light by night.
(Psalms 105:39)
·
And Moses was not able to go into the tent of meeting, because
the cloud resided over it and Yehowah’s glory filled the tabernacle.
(Exodus 40:35)
·
For Yehowah’s cloud was over the tabernacle by day, and a fire
continued upon it by night in the sight of all the house of Israel during
all their stages of journey. (Exodus 40:38)
·
And sometimes the cloud would continue from evening to
morning, and the cloud lifted itself in the morning, and they pulled
away. Whether it was by day or by night that the cloud lifted itself,
they also pulled away. (Numbers 9:21)

·
Now it came about that in the second year, in the second month,
on the twentieth day in the month, the cloud lifted itself from over the
tabernacle of the Testimony. (Numbers 10:11)
·
And it would occur that when the Ark would set out, Moses
would say; Do arise, O Yehowah, and let your enemies be scattered,
and let those who intensely hate you flee from before you. (Numbers
10:35)
·
And they will be bound to tell it to the inhabitants of this land.
They have heard that you are Yehowah in among this people, who has
appeared face to face. You are Yehowah, and your cloud is standing
over them, and you are going before them in the pillar of cloud by day
and in the pillar of fire by night. (Numbers 14:14)
·
Who was going before YOU in the way to spy out for YOU a place
for YOU to camp, by fire at night for YOU to see by what way YOU should
walk and by a cloud in daytime. (Deuteronomy 1:33)
·
And they began to cry out to Yehowah. So he placed a darkness
between YOU and the Egyptians and brought the sea upon them and
covered them, and YOUR eyes got to see what I did in Egypt, and YOU
took up dwelling in the wilderness many days. (Joshua 24:7)

